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Introducing Smarter
Grid Solutions
› DERMS software vendor
› 23 Territories Served

› 400+ MWs connected
› 300 DER assets
› Working with utilities globally
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Current customers
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Experienced
› Over 60 different DER control systems
› Grid scale DER up to 50 MW
› Behind The Meter DER via head-ends and
aggregators

› PV, wind, CHP, biomass, hydro, tidal, EV
charging, batteries (multiple chemistries),
electric heating, electric hot water, and
more…
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Distributed Energy Resource
Management Systems (DERMS)
DERMS are software solutions that take
advantage of the latest developments in IT to
provide monitoring and control of renewables,
storage, electric vehicles and other DER devices.
Navigant forecast that the DER management
technology market is at $194.3 million in 2016,
growing at a compound annual growth rate
(CAGR) of 30.0% to nearly $2.1 billion in 2025.
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Who needs DERMS?
DER Owners / Operators have
opportunities to reduce energy costs
behind the meter.

DER Owner / Operators and
Aggregators can provide flexibility
services to Grid Operators to
manage local capacity and reliability
at lower cost.

Grid Operators can fulfil licence
obligations to connect DER
customers, enhance reliability,
manage cash flows and attract
incentives.
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DER Operators
/ Traders /
Retailers /
Aggregators

Grid
Operators

Traders / Retailers / Aggregators can
‘firm’ up renewables in the market
(reducing imbalance charges) and
provide balancing services to the
System Operator

System
Operators
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The System Operator can reduce
consumer costs by having enhanced
visibility and control of DER.

Example of DERMS Architecture
sgs core (dual redundant)

Application host environment delivering
deterministic autonomous dispatch.

ANM
PRE-PROCESSOR

SGS Historian

OPTIMISATION
APPLICATION

FORECASTING

User Interface

External weather
source

Data Gateway to provide interfacing and
protocols conversion

sgs comms hub (dual redundant)
ANM
CONFIGURATION
TOOL

ANM
ENGINEERING
TOOL
DNP3
interface

Web
Services

DNP3
interface

SQL
interface

Day Ahead Load
Forecast

Web
Services

Control schemes for different network areas
or objectives in independent containers.

SYNERGY
APPLICATION
FRAMEWORK

PI
Adapter

Manual
Setpoints

Manual
Scheduling

DER and
Control
Configuration

Dashboarding

Scheduling

Real-time
data

User interface, historian and reporting tools
Front of Meter DER

Distributed grid edge intelligence for fail safes
and localised optimisation

DNP3
interface

Behind the Meter DER

DNP3
interface

Radio
Communications
Head End

Interfacing to existing systems
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Other Utility Systems
DNP3
interface

Field RTU

DNP3
interface

DMS

PI
Adapter

Historian (PI)

DERMS Enabling Future Networks
› DERMS provides network operators with greater levels of
visibility and control if combined with wide scale roll out of
network monitoring
› Upgrading the current functions of the distribution network
operator to allow the transition towards DSO
› DERMS integrates with existing control platforms
› Depending on the architectures, DERMS can be expanded to
more applications – giving flexibility for unknown future changes
› i.e. Optimisation, forecasting, market participation
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The DNO to DSO Transition
› A work in progress…
› Opening up the market to smaller participants
› And creating new markets to support Distribution and Transmission system
operators
› What does it mean for generators?
› Additional Revenue Streams
› Diversification on site
› New types of commercial and contractual arrangements
› Embrace flexibility
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Learnings from ANM Deployments in
the real world
› Opinions around flexible connections have changed in the last
decade
› Things changing in the background, often lead to changes
being required on the ANM system e.g. micro generation
› Things don’t always go to plan – but a flexible system can adapt
to any changes in the creation of a new scheme
› The technical part is often the easiest part – agreeing the
commercial arrangements is very difficult.
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UK Power Networks
(ANM Roll-Out)
Problem

Solution

Result

UK Power Networks operate the
Distribution Network across the south
east of the UK, including London. As
part of their vision to be a world-leading
DSO, they required a multi-use case
DERMS, with ANM capability, to deliver
a broad range of use cases across their
business. Use cases include flexible
connections, flexibility services,
coordinated services with National Grid,
and optimisation of the network with
power electronics.

UK Power Networks selected ANM
Strata as the core ANM platform for
DER integration and to support
multi-layered control of DER. ANM
Strata was selected because of its
ability to integrate all types and
sizes of DER, operate as a multiuse case DERMS hosting multiple
different control schemes, and
orchestrate use cases across
different time horizons. ANM Strata
was integrated with advanced
online simulation tools and a
flexibility market platform.

ANM Strata is currently being
deployed across the licence area and
will be operational in October 2019.

More Information
UKPN: Future Smart »

GIE (Con Edison)
Problem

Solution

Result

Con Edison required peak load relief
services in New York and as part of a
REV demonstration project sought to
prove the case for using batteries in a
stacked revenue arrangement to
reduce the cost of the service. GIE
therefore required a solution to
aggregate utility scale batteries for Con
Edison to dispatch and trade residual
capability in the NYISO.

ANM Strata was deployed and
integrated with Con Edison
systems and control room
processes. ANM Strata provides
automated optimisation of the
batteries and aggregates the
capability to a trading desk. ANM
Strata is also interfaced to the
NYISO market.

ANM Strata was successfully
integrated with the operational
systems of Con Edison providing the
capability to schedule the batteries for
network services as a Non-Wires
Alternative. This reduced cost of
network services to Con Edison. The
interface to the NYISO to trade
residual ‘non-critical’ battery capacity
allowed GI Energy to stack revenue
streams from the batteries increasing
return on investment.

More Information
GI Energy: Con Edison Storage Demonstration Project »

Confidential US Utility
Problem

Solution

Result

In collaboration with EPRI, our
customer sought to demonstrate the
technologies and processes to handle
mass consumer take up of PV and
other consumer level DER. The DERMS
was required to demonstrate
connectivity and control of all consumer
types of residential DER (PV, storage,
EVs) connected via a range of protocols
and standards.

ANM Strata was deployed in a
private cloud architecture to
integrate PV using Sunspec
Modbus, and Powerwalls and
EV charging using OpenADR.

Successfully demonstrated the
integration of all DER devices and the
process to scale up to 400,000
customers.

Confidential EaaS Provider
Problem

Solution

Result

Our customer is seeking to optimise a
portfolio of DER assets for a broad
range of use cases including ‘on grid’
applications such as microgrids,
hosting capacity management and
network services. The DERMS
requires to integrate to both markets
and grids, optimising a diverse range of
DER types and sizes to enable new
Energy as a Service business models.

A private cloud-hosted instance
of ANM Strata has been installed
and integrated with a customer
portal, data analytics platform,
the balancing market, settlement
systems and trading desk.

Multi-use case commercial DERMS
supporting new business models and
customer propositions.

The future for DERMS in the UK
› More DERMS across the UK
› Currently it only exists in small pockets of the network but DNOs are
now all in progress of setting up frameworks to enable DERMS
› Architectures may change – moving to a more distributed structure with
greater interaction between stakeholders.

› Markets
› Interaction with wider balancing markets,
› Creation of Local Energy Markets
› Several DNOs have already launched ‘flexibility’ services and
roadmaps
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Find out more
› Written by Co-Founder and CTO, Bob Currie
› Highlights requirements of DERMS platforms
for future of the network
Download:
www.smartergridsolutions.com/whitepapers/
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Thank You
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